Preface

While this book proceeds chronologically, we expect that many users will
approach the material out of sequence. Indeed, we have done so in our own
classes. For example, it can be very effective to launch right into contemporary
gun-law issues by starting with the Supreme Court’s major cases on the Second
Amendment, District of Columbia v. Heller, and McDonald v. Chicago in Chapter 9,
followed by Chapter 11 for post-Heller issues. It is also effective to assign the
chapters covering the 17th and 18th century in conjunction with coverage of
Heller and McDonald. This approach illuminates the originalist historical analysis
in both cases. The most relevant original materials for Heller (from English
origins to the first decades of American independence) appear in Chapters 2
through 5. The original materials relevant to the Fourteenth Amendment are in
Chapter 6.
The book is sufficiently modular to accommodate instructors who wish to
use particular chapters as part of more general courses, e.g., criminal law,
constitutional law, or jurisprudence. For example, someone teaching criminal
law might use Chapters 7 and 8 (covering the main federal gun control statutes)
for a discrete segment on firearms violations. The treatments of Heller and
McDonald in Chapter 9, and the material on standards of review in Chapter 11,
are a nice vehicle for examining various general modes of constitutional
decision-making. The material in Chapter 10 is a good choice for showing
how the perspectives of divergent communities can affect the assessment of
legal and constitutional issues. Online Chapter 13, on international law,
could be used as a unit in a general course on international law, a seminar
on arms control, or a class on the laws of warfare.
Instructors interested in particular policy topics, such as gun shows, import
restrictions, handgun carry permits, or ‘‘assault weapons,’’ will find sections
covering them. Of course, the index highlights discrete treatments of such
topics.
The Notes & Questions in the book frequently raise forward-looking issues
and core questions that relate to current controversies. Some of the Notes &
Questions are designated ‘‘Connection Questions’’ (CQ) to indicate their relevance to cases or topics in other chapters.
While the U.S. debate on gun rights typically uses ‘‘the Second Amendment’’ as a shorthand for those rights, much of the legal history, and many of
the contemporary legal battles, involves state constitutions. Today, 44 state constitutions have right-to-arms provisions. The book covers state right-to-arms
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issues in depth, both for their intrinsic importance and because the state cases
sometimes provide guidance or background for understanding the Second
Amendment. Because state issues appear throughout the book, readers should
use the Table of Statutes, Constitutions, and Regulations, and the Index, to find
all the material on any particular state.
Overview of the Book
Chapter 1 explains how firearms function and describes the major types of
firearms. Chapter 1 also outlines the general scope of modern American gun
laws, including variations among the states. The Chapter includes an Appendix
of state constitutional provisions on the right to arms. The next nine chapters
tell, in generally chronological order, the story of the development of gun
regulation and gun rights in the United States.
The Second Amendment right to arms is widely viewed as a historical successor to the English right to arms, which was codified in the English Declaration
of Right of 1689. Chapter 2 examines the historical and political background
of the English right and English gun laws. It also explores the religious and
philosophical background of the ideas of armed self-defense and a citizen militia. The chapter begins with early Chinese philosophy, then covers ancient
Greece and Rome, Judeo-Christian perspectives, medieval thought, and the
Renaissance.
Chapter 3 examines the American colonial experience and the American
Revolution. Colonial militias were important military and political institutions,
and the militia regulations provide insight into the early understanding of the
public and private roles of arms possession. The chapter then describes
the British efforts to confiscate American firearms and gunpowder that helped
precipitate the American Revolution. Finally, the chapter covers the War of
Independence, and the U.S. and state governments before 1789.
Chapter 4 discusses the framing of the U.S. Constitution and its Bill of
Rights. Ratification of the U.S. Constitution in 1789 created a more active
and powerful federal government; among its new powers were direct federal
control over the militia. The Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution in 1791,
including a Second Amendment that affirmed the necessity of a well regulated
militia, and recognized the right of the people to keep and bear arms. Chapter 4
examines the debates over the Constitution’s ratification, the drafting history of
the Second Amendment, and the ways in which the American right to arms was
viewed by the earliest constitutional commentators.
Chapter 5 surveys the first seven decades of the new republic. This period
saw an evolution of the American understanding of both the role of militias and
of the individual right to arms. The chapter starts with the political crisis of 17981800 that brought several states to the brink of armed resistance. The War of
1812 displayed the strengths and weaknesses of American militias. Chapter 5
also chronicles a significant transition in the direction of gun regulation in
America. While colonial- and revolutionary-era gun control laws were mainly
concerned with forcing people to own and carry guns, by the 1820s laws prohibiting people from carrying concealed guns and knives began to emerge, particularly in the South. These laws gave rise to the first judicial opinions
addressing the scope of permitted regulation under the right to arms guarantees
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in the federal and state constitutions. The predominant view of the courts of this
period was that the constitutional right to arms included an individual right to
carry common weapons for self-defense, and that legislatures could regulate the
right. Many courts held that legislatures could prohibit the concealed carrying
of weapons. The Southern states continued the colonial practice of enacting
highly restrictive laws prohibiting the ownership or carrying of guns by slaves
and, sometimes, by free Blacks, setting the precedent for broader restrictions
after the Civil War. Abolitionists invoked the Second Amendment to complain
about the disarmament of Free Soil settlers in Kansas in the 1850s, and to argue
that slavery and the Second Amendment were incompatible.
Chapter 6 begins with the period following the Civil War, proceeds through
Reconstruction, and ends at the turn of the 19th century. In this period, the
Fourteenth Amendment was adopted to protect individual civil liberties against
state interference — and especially to combat the violations of rights of newly
freed slaves and their supporters. The chapter includes some of the many
sources suggesting that the Amendment was intended to secure the individual
liberties guaranteed in the federal bill of rights (including an individual right to
arms for self-defense) against state infringement by state and local governments.
The chapter also tracks the decline of Reconstruction, and the failure of the
initial promise of the Fourteenth Amendment. Materials include decisions by
the U.S. Supreme Court narrowly interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment,
rendering it of little value as a guarantor of individual liberties; adoption by
the Southern states of Jim Crow laws; and affirmation by Southern courts of
increasingly restrictive (and often racially discriminatory) regulation of
firearms — particularly the carrying and ownership of inexpensive handguns.
As labor unrest grew in the North, some states prohibited mass armed parades,
and the Supreme Court upheld such bans in Presser v. Illinois. The Court was,
however, quite protective of armed self-defense by individuals, in ‘‘The SelfDefense Cases’’ which arose in federal territories.
Chapter 7 examines the early twentieth century. In this period, gun control
for individuals expanded beyond the South, as Northern states, concerned
about the labor movement and unassimilated immigrants, adopted a variety
of handgun control laws. The chapter also marks the emergence of the first
federal gun control laws. In the 1930s, the federal government imposed regulations on commercial gun sales. The most significant of these was National
Firearms Act of 1934 (NFA), which severely restricted ownership of a few classes
of firearms viewed as unusually dangerous, such as machine guns and short
shotguns. Chapter 7 is anchored by the Supreme Court’s treatment of a Second
Amendment challenge to the NFA in United States v. Miller. Miller is a short and
ambiguous opinion that declared that exercises of the Second Amendment
right had to have a ‘‘reasonable relationship’’ to the maintenance of a well
regulated militia. For decades afterward, there was argument about whether
Miller meant that the type of gun had to be suitable for a militia in order for
it to be protected by the Second Amendment, or whether the individual had to
be in a militia in order to have Second Amendment rights. After Miller, lower
federal courts began to develop a state-government-focused conception of the
Second Amendment that gave little or no credence to individual challenges to
federal or state gun regulations.
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Chapter 8 is the longest chapter in this book. It covers the balance of the
20th century. The scope of federal firearms regulation grew dramatically in this
period, with the passage of several major statutes, including the federal Gun
Control Act of 1968, the Firearms Owners Protection Act of 1986, and the federal ‘‘assault weapon’’ ban that was enacted in 1994 and which sunset in 2004.
The chapter offers a detailed treatment of the various issues that arise under the
modern statutes and accompanying regulations, the vast majority of which
remain valid even after the Supreme Court’s 2008 affirmation of the individual
right to keep and bear arms in District of Columbia v. Heller. During the late 20th
century, lower federal courts rejected any version of a Second Amendment right
that would impose meaningful limits on gun regulation. However, the tenor of
judicial treatments of the issue began to change towards the end of the century,
as scholarly and political debates bolstered the individual-rights theory. The
chapter includes a section on social and political history that elucidates the
most important bills, statutes, controversies, and political battles of the period.
This history provides important context for the Supreme Court’s ultimate affirmation of the individual right to arms.
Chapter 9 is dedicated to the landmark decisions in District of Columbia v.
Heller and McDonald v. Chicago. In these decisions, a five-Justice majority of the
Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment protects an individual right to
keep and bear arms for self-defense; that the Second Amendment right is a
fundamental right made fully applicable against the states by the Fourteenth
Amendment; and that handgun bans violate the Second Amendment.
Chapter 10 examines issues of gun rights and gun regulation from the
special perspectives of race, gender, sexual orientation, and disability. The materials are mainly drawn from the amicus briefs filed in Heller by a variety of interest
groups.
Chapter 11 addresses the aftermath of Heller and McDonald. This chapter
covers several of the most important constitutional questions left unanswered by
the two Supreme Court decisions, and how these topics are being addressed by
state and federal courts. While, as Chapters 5 through 7 showed, state court
case law on state right to arms provisions has been developing for almost two
centuries, serious doctrinal development of the Second Amendment itself
began only after Heller. Courts today are grappling with issue such as the
standard of review, what types of arms are protected, and the right to ‘‘bear’’
arms in public places. Students and professors who want to explore gray areas in
emerging legal doctrine will find Chapter 11 of particular interest.
Online Chapters
The printed casebook ends with Chapter 11, but online chapters are available through a password protected website at http://www.aspenlawschool.com/
books/johnson_firearms/ maintained by Aspen Publishers. Owners of the
printed book have free access to these four additional online chapters:
Chapter 12. Social science about the benefits and harms of firearms possession and use.
Chapter 13. International gun control law, from sources such as the United
Nations, the Organization of American States, and other treaties and
international law documents. The chapter also covers the ‘‘Classical’’ period
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of international law, in which philosophers such as Grotius, Puffendorf, Vattel,
Victoria, and Suárez built the foundations of international law partly by extrapolating from general principles of the rights and the limits of personal selfdefense.
Chapter 14. Comparative gun control laws. Examining the gun laws of
several nations, including Canada, the United Kingdom, Japan, Nazi Germany,
and Switzerland.
Chapter 15. While Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the different types
of firearms and ammunition, and how they function, this chapter covers the
same topic in greater depth and detail. It includes many illustrations and
diagrams.
There is also a free website at http://www.firearmsregulation.org. This
public website provides additional resources, including suggested topics for
student research papers, a comprehensive list of published law review articles
and ALR Annotations on arms-law topics, and links to numerous Internet
resources on firearms law and policy.
Publishing Student Research
Many students will use this book in upper-level classes in which they will
write research papers. The public website offers some ideas for paper topics, as
well as bibliographical and resource guides to help you get started.
Because Second Amendment doctrine is still in an early stage of
development — especially in comparison to its closest analogue, the First
Amendment, in which doctrinal development began in the 1930s — there are
many opportunities for law student papers to make a genuine contribution to
legal knowledge and analysis. If you write a good paper for your class, send it to
us for consideration for publication on the public website.
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